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Abstract 11 

Blade ice accretion endangers the safety of wind turbines located at high altitudes 12 

with a humid climate, particularly during winter. Timely detection of ice accretion 13 

facilitates appropriate regulation of the wind turbine, including shut down, to ensure 14 

safety. This paper provides a detailed analysis of the impact of ice accretion on wind 15 

turbine performance and relevant operational parameters. Rotor speed, output power 16 

and ambient temperature are selected as variables that can facilitate the detection of 17 

blade ice accretion. The XGBoost method is used to accurately construct normal 18 

behavior models for output power and rotor speed respectively, and the model errors 19 

(Mean Absolute Percentage Error, MAPE) can be as low as 0.53%. A Sequential 20 

Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) is introduced to analyze the model prediction residuals 21 

and thus identify any abnormal changes to output power and rotor speed. If significant 22 

changes are detected when the ambient temperature is below zero, an ice accretion 23 

alarm is triggered. Using real blade ice accretion data, a case study demonstrates that 24 

the proposed blade ice detection method can give blace icing alarm 5 hours in advance 25 

and offers sufficient time to gurantte the safety of wind turbine. 26 
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NOMENCLATURE 29 

CNN  Convolutional neural network 30 

CV   Cross validation 31 

MAPE  Mean absolute percentage error 32 

MRA  Multi-reslution analysis 33 

SCADA  Supervisory control and data acquisition 34 

SPRT  Sequntial probability ratio test 35 

SW   Shapiro-Wilk test 36 

XGBoost Extreme gradient boosting 37 

λ    Tip speed ratio 38 

l    Differential loss function 39 

Ω    Regularizing function 40 

0H    Null hypothesis for SPRT 41 

1H    Alternative hypothesis for SPRT 42 

mR    SPRT Ratio 43 

α    Desired type I error 44 

β    Desired type II error 45 

 46 

1. Introduction 47 

In recent years, wind energy has experienced rapid development in China. The 48 

locations of wind farms now extended beyond the initial areas of Inner Mongolia, 49 

Gansu, and Xinjiang provinces to central and southwest China. For some newly 50 

constructed wind farms in Yunan, Guizhou and Hunan provinces, the factors of high 51 

altitude, low temperature and high humidity in winter with frequent rain and snow can 52 

result in serious blade ice accretion. Many sites around the world experience similar 53 

conditions. Ice accretion changes the roughness of the blade and negatively affects the 54 

turbine’s aerodynamic characteristics which may lead to control failure, over speed, 55 
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broken blades, or even tower collapse. Moreover, ice shed from the blades can threaten 56 

public safety, especially when the turbines are installed in populated areas. Careful 57 

monitoring for blade icing condition is important in such locations; detection of ice 58 

accretion at an early stage allows for a timely intervention that can include regulation 59 

of operation or shut down of the wind turbine in order to guarantee operational safety 60 

and the integrity of the turbine. 61 

In [1], the authors used controlled acoustic waves to detect blade ice accretion. To 62 

demonstrate this, they set up a cold climate chamber with controlled acoustic waves 63 

propagated through a composite plate in place of a real wind turbine blade. Research 64 

shows that ice mass, icing area and temperature all have a significant influence on the 65 

wave propagation. [2] also used guided waves to detect blade ice accretion. The effect 66 

of ice accretion on composite structures was studied in the time and frequency domains. 67 

An ice index was proposed to describe the severity of ice accretion. [3] reported an 68 

operational technique based on thermal remote sensing to detect ice accumulation on a 69 

blade surface. Since the optical emissivity of blades with and without ice covering is 70 

very different, a notable decrease in radiometric temperature will be observed when 71 

icing starts and remains until the ice melts. The authors of [4-5] built a blade icing 72 

detection test rig in laboratory. Ultrasonic wave travels through blade with different 73 

icing conditions and sensible to the existence of ice on the blade surface. With 74 

experiment data, supervised machie learning of linear and nonlinear features is used to 75 

contruct model and give blade icing predictions. [6] demonstrates a comcept potentially 76 

suitable for detecting ice and ice acrreation rate of wind turbine. The concept meansures 77 

the changes in capacitance and resistance due to ice accretion bwtween two charged 78 

cylindrical probes on a laboratory setting. [7] investigates the use of different 79 

convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and images taken from cameras installed on the 80 

nacelle of wind turbine to detect ice on the rotor blades. All these icing detection 81 

methods need additional and complex equipment and most of them are still at the 82 

development stage. Cheap and effective methods for ice detection on wind turbine 83 
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blades are still some way off. In [8], the authors put forward three methods for creating 84 

power threshold curves that can be used to separate operation with ice on the blades 85 

from normal operation. The first method relies on a percentage deviation from the 86 

manufacturer’s power curve. The other two methods fit threshold curves based on the 87 

observed variance of operation without any icing. But there are many other factors that 88 

may result in such power losses including yaw system or pitch system faults. It is 89 

difficult to identify the reason for the power loss if only the power curve is used as the 90 

criteria. Because ice accumulation on blades leads to an increase in the wind turbine 91 

inertia that triggers pulsation in the electromagnetic torque of the electric generator, the 92 

authors of [9] constructed a multi-resolution analysis (MRA) to extract frequency 93 

components present in the measured electric current to detect the ice accretion. 94 

However, similar frequency components can be generated by wind turbulence or 95 

unbalanced pitch angles of the three blades. Using only generator current signal 96 

abnormalities it cannot be definitively conclude that blade icing has occurred. In the 97 

review papers [10] and [11], icing detection technologies are divided into two types: 98 

direct detection and indirect detection. Direct detection includes ultrasonic damping, 99 

piezoelectric sensors, resonance frequency measurement, and temperature changes. 100 

Indirect detection includes power curve monitoring, dew point and temperature analysis, 101 

and aerodynamic noise detection.  102 

As already mentioned, ice accretion will make significant changes to the blade 103 

aerodynamics and thus turbine operating characteristics. SCADA (Supervisory Control 104 

and Data Acquisition) continuously records wind turbines operational conditions. In 105 

this paper, the impacts of the ice accretion for the wind turbine operating condition and 106 

other relevant parameters are analyzed in detail. SCADA data is used to construct 107 

multiple models for ice accretion and related variables. Allowing these multiple models 108 

to work together collaboratively facilitates effective ice detection. A real blade icing 109 

case is used to demonstrate effective and timely detection. 110 

2. Icing Detection Principle of Multi-model Collaborative 111 
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Monitoring Method 112 

Ice accretion occurs when super-cooled water droplets impact onto the surface of 113 

wind turbine blades; the considerable release of latent heat results in the solidification 114 

of the droplets. Ice accretion can be in the form of either rime ice or glaze ice. Rime ice 115 

usually forms at the very cold temperatures when the impinged water droplets freeze 116 

immediately upon impacting on blade and has a low density and an amorphous structure. 117 

In contrast, glaze ice usually forms under relatively warm conditions (i.e., temperatures 118 

just below zero), in which case the impacted water mass only partially freezes, while 119 

the remaining water coalesces into films and runs back over the airfoil surface. In 120 

comparison with rime ice, the wet nature of the glaze ice contributes to the formation 121 

of irregular ice with high density and results in a rough effective blade surface. With 122 

any significant ice accretion on the blade surface, and in particular glaze ice, airflow 123 

will separate prematurely from both upper and lower blade surfaces resulting in a 124 

reduction of lift and an increase in drag, thus and a distinct deterioration in wind turbine 125 

performance. As the result of the rapid decrease for the ratio between lift and drag 126 

coefficeient beside the ice load on the blades, the rotor speed will reduce obviously. At 127 

the same time, the deformation of the icing blade surface will greatly deteriate the blade 128 

aerodynamic characteristics which results in poor power coefficient and output power 129 

reduction[12]. 130 

It is clear from the above that blade ice accretion will have a notable impact on 131 

certain SCADA parameters, in particular output power and rotor speed. If the following 132 

three conditions occur concurrently: (1) ambient temperature is near or below zero 133 

Celsius; (2) the output power and rotor speed decrease significantly; (3) the pitch and 134 

yaw systems which also have close relationship with the output power work normally 135 

without fault, it can be concluded that blade ice accretion has occurred; an icing 136 

detection alarm can then be triggered. 137 

Monitoring the ambient temperature, output power and rotor speed can be used to 138 

indicate ice accretion and trigger icing alarms but because the output power and rotor 139 
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speed change in a complex manner with the wind speed, traditional condition 140 

monitoring methods which compare these variables with preset thresholds cannot detect 141 

ice accretion reliably.  142 

In this paper, an extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost) method is used to construct 143 

the normal behavior models for output power and rotor speed respectively when there 144 

is no blade ice accretion. These two models give output power and rotor speed 145 

predictions based on appropriate model input variables. When the wind turbine runs 146 

normally without blade ice accretion, the output power and rotor speed models will 147 

predict accurately with small residuals. Conversely, when blade ice accretion occurs, 148 

the blade aerodynamics will deteriorate and result in output power and rotor speed 149 

measurements that deviate from the normal behavior models with large residuals. 150 

A Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT), which is sensitive to small signal 151 

changes from normality, is used to analyze the output power and rotor speed model 152 

residuals. When both the output power and rotor speed simultaneously change in an 153 

abnormal manner and the ambient temperature near zero Celsius, at the same time 154 

failures of pitch and yaw systems can be excluded, then the blade ice accretion alarm 155 

can be triggered.  156 

The principle for multi-model collaborative blade icing detection method is shown 157 

in Fig.1. 158 
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 159 
Fig.1 Principle of multi-model collaborative blade ice accretion monitoring method 160 

3.Blade Icing Detection Multi-model Construction and Residual 161 

Analysis 162 
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3.1 Input variable selection for output power model and rotor speed model 163 

In order to model the normal behavior of output power and rotor speed, variables 164 

which have close relationship with output power and rotor speed should be selected as 165 

model input. Based on the wind turbine working mechanism, the inputs for the output 166 

power model and the rotor speed model are selected as follows. 167 

(1) Inputs for output power model: (a) wind speed; (b) pitch angle. Pitch angle is 168 

the angle between the blade chord line and the plane of rotation. When pitch angle is 169 

90°, the blade will be perpendicular to the rotation plane and parallel to the wind. At 170 

this condition, the energy captured by the wind turbine is miminum. The wind turbine 171 

will caputure the wind energy maximally if the pitch angle is 0°where the blade chord 172 

is parallel to the rotation plane and perpendicular to the incoming wind. If the wind 173 

speed is below the rated wind speed, the pitch angle is maintained near zero degrees to 174 

ensure optimal aerodynamic performance and maximum energy capture. When the 175 

wind speed is above rated wind speed, the pitch angle increases to reduce the 176 

aerodynamic torque and maintain the output power near to rated power; (c) yaw error. 177 

Yaw sytem of wind turbine is the component responsible for orientatioin of wind turbine 178 

rotor toword the wind. Yaw error is the angle between the inflow wind direction and 179 

nacelle axis. When the yaw error is larger than a set angle threshold (such as 10 degrees) 180 

and this state lasts more than a fixed time threshold (such as 60 seconds), the yaw 181 

system will rotate the nacelle and rotor to face the wind direction so as to minimize the 182 

yaw error and maximize the captured wind energy. Because of the continuously 183 

changing wind direction, the huge inertia of the rotor and the inevitable mismatch of 184 

the yaw control parameters with the local wind resources, yaw error cannot be 185 

completely removed. When the yaw error is near 10 degrees, the output power loss can 186 

reach as much as 4%. (d) rotor speed. In the maximum power point tracking regime 187 

when the wind speed is below rated, the wind turbine regulates the rotor speed to keep 188 

the tip speed ratio ( /R vλ ω= ,ω  is the rotor speed, R  is the rotor radius, and v  is 189 

wind spee) which is the ratio between the tangential speed of blade tip and wind speed 190 
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near the designed value so as to maintain the optimal aerodynamic characteristics for 191 

the blade. Rotor speed changes the tip speed ratio and power coefficient of wind turbine 192 

which has great influence on the output power. 193 

(2) Inputs for rotor speed model: (a) wind speed; (b) output power; (c) generator 194 

torque. Large-scale wind turbines usually employ the rotor speed-generator torque 195 

control method. In each control cycle, the control system measures the rotor speed and 196 

determines the generator torque operating point in accord with a designed optimal rotor 197 

speed-generator torque curve. As the wind speed increases, the rotor aerodynamic 198 

torque will exceed the previous generator torque resulting an increase in rotor speed; 199 

the control system then increases the set generator torque so as to reach a new balance 200 

at optimal power output. So the generator toqure has direct relationship with the rotor 201 

speed. 202 

3.2 XGBoost model construction method 203 

In order to accurately model the output power and rotor speed it is critical to 204 

choose an effective machine learning algorithm. The extreme gradient boosting 205 

(XGBoost) algorithm is a recently developed, high accuracy, regression approach [13-17]. 206 

The high accuracy of XGBoost can be attributed to machine learning theory stating that 207 

multiple weak learners can produce better models than a single strong learner. XGBoost 208 

follows the principle of boosting. Boosting is a general term in machine learning where 209 

multiple weak learners such as regression trees are assembled to create a single strong 210 

learner. The basic idea behind the procedure is to learn sequentially and the current 211 

regression tree is fitted to the residuals (errors) from the previous tree. The new 212 

regression tree is then added to the fitted model to update the residuals and improve the 213 

XGBoost model accuracy. The principle of the gradient boosting further enhances the 214 

flexibility of the boosting algorithm by constructing the new regression trees to be 215 

maximally correlated to the negative of the gradient of the loss function. This helps 216 

convergence of the loss function and allows an arbitrary differential loss function to be 217 

used in the model building process. XGBoost can use all the CPU cores in parallel whill 218 
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training process, which can futher reduces the train complexity and computation time. 219 

In general, gradient boosting can be represented by 220 

 
1

ˆ ( ) ( ),
K

i i k i k
k

y x t x t Tφ
=

= = ∈∑  (1) 221 

where ˆiy  are the predicted responses, ix are the inputs and K is the number of 222 

functions kt  in the function space T . With XGBoost these functions are introduced 223 

as parameters to fits the data very well during training, thus locating the corresponding 224 

solution regions automatically. The functions kt  are learned by minimizing the 225 

objective function: 226 

 ( ) ( )ˆ( ) ,i i k
i k

L l y y tφ = + Ω∑ ∑  (2) 227 

where l  is a differentiable loss function, iy  is the target value, Ω  is the regularizing 228 

function that penalizes overly complicated models (overfitting).  229 

Hyper-parameters for XGBoost model are optimized by grid search during a k-230 

fold cross-validation (CV). A k-fold CV is one type of cross-validatioin method which 231 

assesses the generalizing performance of a supersived learning model on untrained data 232 

set. In k-fold CV, the original data are partitioned into k equal size subsamples. Of the 233 

k subsamples, a single subsample is retained as the validation data for testing the model, 234 

and the remaining k-1 subsample are used as training data.The cross-validation process 235 

is then repeated k times, with each of the k subsamples used exactly once as the 236 

validation data. The k results then are averaged to produce a single generalizing 237 

performance estimation. Each set of independent hyper-parameters generated by the 238 

grid serach method are subjected to k-folds CV. The generalizing performance 239 

estimation of k-fold CV is used as guidance in pursuit of the optimal hyper-parameters 240 

which makes the model have mimnum predefined loss funcition and best generalizing 241 

performance. In this paper,  the optimal hyper-parameters is obtained using the Python 242 

scikit-learn class called “GridSearchCV”. The scikit-learn class “GridSerchCV”  243 

impletements the hyper-parameter optimization method of grid search with k-fold CV 244 

as generalizing performance metric. Subsequently, optimal hyper-parameters is used 245 

for final model generation, which is then used to make predictions based on the testing 246 
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data. 247 

XGBoost method is used to construct the output power and rotor speed models. 248 

Using the training data and scikit-learn class “GridSearchCV”, the optimal hyper-249 

parameters for these two models can be determined. 250 

3.3 Residual analysis for models 251 

The two XGBoost models can represent normal behavior against which to assess 252 

future wind turbine operation. If blade ice accretion occurs, the relationship between 253 

output power and rotor speed with the model input variables will deviate from the 254 

models and result in large prediction residuals. But there are issues such as start-stop 255 

switching and measurement noise which will bring some disturbance to the operating 256 

data and degrade model predicting accuracy, giving occasional large residuals. If the 257 

traditional alarm trigger method which compares the residuals with a fixed threshold is 258 

adopted, false alarms will be quite frequent and make decision making difficult. In order 259 

to accurately and reliably detect systematically abnormal changes of output power and 260 

rotor speed with low false alarm rates but not missing actual icing, a Sequential 261 

Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) is used to analyze the model residuals. 262 

The SPRT is a specific sequnential hypothesis test developed by Wald [18-23] for 263 

sequential analysis problem. While originally developed for use in quality control 264 

studies in the realm of manufacturing, SPRT has been applied in varieties of fields. For 265 

this paper, SPRT consists of two possible testing hypotheses: null hypothesis 0H  266 

where the wind turbine is fault free and the model residuals have a normal distribution 267 

with mean value 0µ  and variance 2
0σ ; and alternative hypothesis 1H  where the wind 268 

turbine exhibits abnormal operation with the mean value and variance of the model 269 

residuals respectively changing to 1µ  and 2
1σ . For the residual sequence 1 2, , , ne e e  (270 

ˆi i ie y y= − ), the joint probability densities for 0H  and 1H  are respectively: 271 
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The SPRT ratio (or the likelihood ratio) is:  274 
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The false alarm probability (desired type I error) and missed alarm probability 276 

(desired type II error) respectively are set as α  and β  which give a lower limit A 277 

and an upper limit B respectively as:  278 

 1,
1

A Bβ β
α α

−
= =

−
 (6) 279 

If mR A≤ , null hypothesis 0H  should be accepted and the wind turbine is 280 

regarded as operating normally. Conversely, if mR B≥ , null hypothesis 0H  should be 281 

rejected and alternative 1H  accepted instead and the wind turbine operation is 282 

regarded as abnormal, triggering an alarm. If neither of these two limits is reached 283 

mA R B< < , the current information is not sufficient to make a conclusion and the 284 

sampling continues. The simple log form of the SPRT ratio is used here: 285 

 ( ) ( )2 20
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1 11 1 0

1 1ln ln
2 2

n n

m i i
i i

R n e e
σ
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σ σ σ= =

  
= + − − + −  

   
∑ ∑  (7) 286 

With ln mR compared with ln A  and ln B  to provide the turbine health status. 287 

3.4 Blade icing detecting strategy 288 

Because the environment parameters such as air density and the wind turbine itself 289 

working condition hardly keep constant during the long winter season from November 290 

to next February, fixed output power and rotor speed models cannot adapt to the shifting 291 

environment and wind turbine working condition which may lead to unsatisfied icing 292 

detection. A so called cycling strategy can be used as Fig.2. A cycle includes two phases. 293 

The first phase is modeling construction and the second phase is blade icing monitoring. 294 

The first phase of the first cycle can be start in October when there is not blade icing 295 

accretion definitely. The data of 15 days of October is used to construct output power 296 

and rotor speed models which can be named as models 1th. After models constructed, 297 

the second phase starts to monitor blade icing condition for the next 15 days and gives 298 
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icing alarm. In the 30th day, if there is no icing alarm in the second phase, data of the 299 

16th to 30th days will be used to construct models 2th which will replace the models 300 

1th to monitor the next 15 days. If there is icing alarm in the second phase, the models 301 

update will stop and models of last cycle will be reused to monitor the blade ice 302 

accretion. With this strategy, the models can always reflect the real-time working 303 

condition of the wind turbine and reach good model accuracy. 304 

Blade Icing 
Monitoring 

(16th-30th days)

Construct 
models 1th

(1th-15th days 
data)

Time line

If no icing 
alarm, 

reconstruct 
models 2th 

with 16th-30th 
days data

Blade Icing 
Monitoring 

(31th-45th days)

If icing alarm, 
cancel models 
replacement, 

models 2th still 
be used

Cycle 1th Cycle 2th Cycle nth

 305 
Fig.2 Blade icing detecting strategy 306 

4. Blade Icing Detection Industry Case Study 307 

4.1 SCADA data of a test wind turbine with blade ice accretion 308 

The test wind turbine and wind farm are located in Yunnan province, China. The 309 

terrain is a mountain canyon landscape with an altitude near 3200 meters. The climate 310 

has a monsoon nature and is humid. In winter between November and following 311 

February, heavy fog and freezing is common. The test wind turbine is rated at 2MW 312 

and is located on a mountain top. The SCADA system records variables such as wind 313 

speed, rotor speed, output power, ambient temperature at one minute intervals. The 314 

operating log records that the wind turbine stopped at 23:52 30/11/2018 because of 315 

blade ice accretion. 316 

Some wind turbines have icing detection based on significant power reduction 317 

against the manufacturer’s power curve provided the ambient temperature is low. 318 

Because the real power curve of wind turbine may be quite different from the 319 

manufacturer’s curve, when such icing detection criteria are met, the ice accretion may 320 

be too serious and endangers the safety of the wind turbine.  321 

Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the output power and rotor speed data during the days 322 
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27/11/2018 to 30/11/2018. From the figures, we can see that some data on the 30th 323 

where the ice accretion occurred obviously deviates from the data on the previous three 324 

days when the wind turbine was working normally. The wind data are registered with 325 

anemometers mounted on the nacelle. The recorded wind speed data measured by the 326 

anemometers affects by the rotor wake effect and are smaller than the real wind speed 327 

before the rotor. But the wind speed data used in modeling phase and monitoring phase 328 

are both in original form and with nearly same shift to the real wind speed. With this 329 

reason, this factor does not bring notable influence on the analysis results. During 330 

27/11/2018 to 29/11/2018, the mean wind speed is 10.79m/s, the standard deviation for 331 

wind speed is 4.03m/s. 332 

 333 
Fig.3 Wind speed and power data for no icing period 334 

 335 
Fig.4 Wind speed and rotor speed data for icing period 336 

4.2 Output power model and rotor speed model construction and validation for 337 

testing wind turbine 338 
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is used to construct the output power and rotor speed models. The original data has 340 

4320 records. After removing the records when the wind turbine was stopped, 4115 341 

records remain. As mentioned in section 3.1, wind speed, rotor speed, pitch angle, yaw 342 

error and output power are extracted from each valid record to form samples for the 343 

output power model. Wind speed, output power, generator torque and rotor speed are 344 

extracted from each valid record to form samples for the rotor speed model. All 345 

variables must be normalized to lie in the interval [0,1] before use. For both models last 346 

500 samples are removed to be used later for testing, leaving a great part of 3615 347 

samples for training. The XGBoost approach and training procedure were outlined in 348 

section 3.2. The models are validated using the test data as input once the hyper-349 

parameters have been determined. For wind turbine, the previous record and the next 350 

record are correlated. For example, the output power of the previous record is 1100KW, 351 

and in the next record, the output power is unlikely suddenly decrease to 0KW because 352 

the wind turbine has inertia. For this reason, this paper successively instead of randomly 353 

selects the last 500 samples as validation set. The results are shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6. 354 

 355 

Fig.5 Validation for output power model 356 
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 357 
Fig.6 Validation for rotor speed model 358 

From Fig.5 and Fig.6, it is clear that both models are accurate with residuals for 359 

output power less than 5kW, and for rotor speed below 0.05 rpm. The following MAPE 360 

(Mean Absolute Percentage Error) is used to quantify the model accuracy. 361 

1

ˆ1 100%
N

i i

i i

y y
MAPE

N y=

−
= ⋅∑                        (8) 362 

where, iy  is the real output power or rotor speed, ˆiy  is the XGBoost model 363 

prediction and N  is the number of validation data. For the output power model 364 

validation in Fig.5, the MAPE is 0.53%. For the rotor speed model validation in Fig.6, 365 

the MAPE is 0.19%. Both models reach satisfied accuracy. 366 

4.3 Blade ice accretion alarm 367 

To validate the proposed multi-model collaborative icing detection method, 410 368 

valid records prior to 23:52 30/11/2018 when ice accretion was first logged were used. 369 

The corresponding monitoring and modeling results are shown in Fig.7 and Fig.8.  370 

 371 

Fig.7 Monitoring results for output power model 372 
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 373 

Fig.8 Monitoring results for rotor speed model 374 

From Fig.7 it can been seen that the residuals for output power model fall 375 

increasingly below zero towards the end of the time period indicating a steady 376 

degradation of performance associated with ice buildup. In Fig.8, before the wind 377 

turbine stopped due to ice accretion, the measured rotor speed steadily dropped 378 

obviously below the model predictions with a maximum residual of -1.5rpm. Between 379 

data points 201 and 280 the wind turbine works in constant rotor speed mode where the 380 

control system maintains rotor speed at the rated value regardless of ice accretion. 381 

As already mentioned, SPRT is used to analyze the model residuals for the 410 382 

data points for alarm determination. The mean value and variance for null hypothesis 383 

for output power and rotor speed can be obtained from the residuals of the validation 384 

samples of Fig.5 and Fig.6. 385 

The parameters for the SPRT hypotheses are shown in Table1.The false alarm 386 

probability α  and missed alarm probability β  are both set at 0.05. Shapiro–Wilk 387 

test (SW test) is used to test whether the validating residuals in Fig.5 and Fig.6 when 388 

wind turbine works normally follow normal distribution under null hypothesis. With 389 

SPSS software, the p-values for validating residuals of output power model and rotor 390 

speed model are respectively 0.093 and 0.129. Both of the p-values are greater than the 391 

presetting significance leve 0.05 which prove the validation residuals’ normal 392 

distribution.  393 

Table 1 Parameters for SPRT 394 
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model Hypotheses condition Mean value Variance 

Output 
power 

0PH  Normal 0 0.96Pµ = −  0 3.21Pσ =  

1PH  Icing 1 02P Pµ µ=  1 02P Pσ σ=  

Rotor 
speed 

0RH  Normal 0 0Rµ =  0 0.013Rσ =  
1RH  Icing 1 02R Rµ µ=  1 02R Rσ σ=  

The SPRT residual analysis for output power and rotor speed models is shown in 395 

Fig.9. The ambient temperature at the same period is also shown in the figure. 396 

 397 

Fig.9 SPRT analysis and ambient temperature 398 

In Fig.9a, at point 106 the SPRT ratio for output power residuals reaches the upper 399 

limit. In Fig.9b, the SPRT ratio for rotor speed residuals reaches the upper limit at point 400 

105. In Fig.9c, the ambient temperature becomes lower than zero Celsius after point 50. 401 

At the same time, the SCADA data for yaw and pitch systems is checked. The 402 

checking method for yaw and pitch system is the three sigma rule. The variances for 403 

yaw error and pitch angle are calculated respectively with the no icing data of the days 404 

27/11/2018 to 29/11/2018. The yaw error and pitch angle data for the icing day of 405 

30/11/2018 are checked to see whether lying inside the 3σ  boundaries. From Fig.10 406 

and Fig.11, we can see that for the icing day, nearly all of the yaw error and pitch angle 407 

data lie inside the 3 σ   boundaries. The yaw and pitch systems are checked to be 408 

working normally. 409 
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 410 
Fig.10 Check for yaw system 411 

 412 
Fig.11 Check for pitch system 413 

As summarized in Fig.1, when these three instances occur concurrently, i.e. the 414 

output power and rotor speed are both abnormal, and the ambient temperature is below 415 

zero, the icing detection alarm is triggered, in this case at point 106. Comparing with 416 

operating log, the icing detection method this paper proposed gives the alarm (410-417 

106)=304 points, that is 304 minutes (5 hours) in advance which can provide sufficient 418 

time for the operator to regulate the operating mode of the wind turbine and ensure 419 

mechanical integrity and safety. 420 

The blade icing detection method in [8] is used as a comparison. [8] fits icing 421 

threshold curve based on the observade variance of no-iced data of 27/11/2018 to 422 

29/11/2018. In each of the wind bins of 0.1m/s, 2 standand deviation of the data is 423 

subtracted from the mean power in the bin to build the icing threshold curve as Fig.12 424 

shown.  425 
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 426 

Fig.12 Icing threshold curve 427 

On monitoring stage, data with temperatures less than 3℃ and observed power 428 

below the icing threshold curve are labeled as ICE. In oder to assure reliability of the 429 

icing alarm, ice duration critiera of 2 hours is proposed which requires 120 consecutive 430 

1-minute data below the icing threshold curve. With the same 410 ice data, the icing 431 

detection result of method in [8] is shown in Fig.13. The icing alarm was triggered at 432 

point 273 which is quite later than the 106 alarm point of the method this paper proposed 433 

with 167 minutes. With XGBoost modeling and SPRT resudials anslysis, this paper 434 

overcomes the deficiencies of low model accuracy of icing threshold curve method and 435 

low alarm sensitivety of ice duration critiera in [8]. 436 

 437 

Fig.13 Blade icing detection with icing threshold curve 438 

5. Conclusions 439 

Blade ice accretion can seriously undermine safe wind turbine operation. The 440 

impact of blade icing on wind turbine performance has been assessed. SCADA data has 441 

been successfully used to achieve a robust detection of blade icing. 442 
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(1) Blade ice accretion will degrade the wind turbine aerodynamics and thus 443 

performance, depressing output power and rotor speed obviously lower below their 444 

normal operational values. As a result, abnormal changes of output power and rotor 445 

speed when the ambient temperature is lower than zero can be used as effective icing 446 

detection criteria. 447 

(2) The XGBoost method is used to construct the output power and rotor speed 448 

models. These resulting models can accurately monitor the abnormal changes of these 449 

two variables in a timely manner. 450 

(3) SPRT is introduced to analyze the residuals for output power and rotor speed 451 

models so as to provide robust thresholds. An icing alarm is only triggered when 452 

statistically robust identification of both abnormal power and rotor speed has occurred 453 

and the ambient temperature is less than zero. 454 

(4) A real icing case study has demonstrated that the proposed method can detect 455 

ice accretion nearly five hours before the operating log identified the problem and thus 456 

provides sufficient time to ensure the suitable corrective measures can be taken. 457 
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